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Gunnar Kaiser

Beneath the Skin

The breathtaking story of a book-loving killer

About the Book ▪ New York during the final sum-
mer of the nineteen sixties: literature student Jona-
than Rosen has just met book-loving dandy Josef 
Eisenstein. Through the mysterious older man, the 
inexperienced boy discovers not only the world of 
art and the intellect, but also the power of seduction, 
and it is during those bright summer days that he 
comes of age. 
As time passes, Jonathan gradually begins to sus-
pect that his mentor is hiding a dark secret, but this 
suspicion is only confirmed decades later, when he 
is tracked down in Israel by former FBI agent Sally 
Goldman – for years, she has been hunting the 
“Skinner”, a legendary serial killer ...

 ▪ “Beneath the Skin is a declaration of love to 
literature and sensibility (but who can really tell 
them apart?). Just as Patrick Süßkind proved that 
you can smell the world through words, Beneath the 
Skin proves that you can feel it through words, too.“ 
Eléonore Delair, Editorial director Fayard

 ▪ “Beneath the Skin is the kind of novel you’d 
love to move into: magical, beautifully written and 
uniquely evocative. A ravishing debut.” 
Melanie Raabe (author of the bestselling novels The 
Trap and The Stranger)

About the Author ▪ Gunnar Kaiser, born in Cologne in 1976, teaches German and 
Philosophy. He runs the blog Living Philosophically and the YouTube channel Kai-
serTV. He has published short stories and poems in prestigious literary journals and 
in anthologies. He lives in Cologne.
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FICTION ▪ NOVEL

Specifications

 ▪ Berlin Verlag Hardcover

 ▪ March 2018

 ▪ 528 pages

 ▪ English review available

 ▪ Rights sold to: Italy (Rizzoli) and France 
(Fayard)
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Heinrich Steinfest

The Ironing Lady

Great wealth and profound guilt – the story of an 
unusual act of atonement

About the Book ▪ Tonia Schreiber is an ironing 
lady. She irons the clothes of her wealthy Heidelberg 
clients, working with precision and care even though 
she is poorly paid. For ironing is her form of atone-
ment – atonement for a deed that forever changed 
her life. A life with the most auspicious of starts: as 
the daughter of a renowned botanist, she spent her 
childhood on a yacht. Later, she lived in her parents’ 
antique-filled villa in Vienna, helping her half-sister 
to raise her niece Emilie. Until Emilie dies in tragic 
circumstances. And Tonia gives everything up – her 
friends, her wealth, her scientific studies. She leaves 
her home city of Vienna and begins to iron. But life 
isn’t quite done with her yet. Because a chance rev-
elation sheds new light on Emilie’s death.

 ▪ Pointed, realistic and touching at the same 
time

 ▪ “In his utterly unpredictable novels, Heinrich 
Steinfest holds up a witty mirror to the realities of 
the 21st century.” Bavarian Book Prize jury statement

About the Author ▪ Heinrich Steinfest was born in 1961 and lives in Stutt-
gart. In 2009, he was awarded the Stuttgart Crime Prize and the Heimito von 
Doderer Prize. He has been nominated twice for the German Book Prize, and 
in 2016 received the Bavarian Book Prize for his novel The Life and Death of 
Aeroplanes.
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FICTION ▪ NOVEL

Specifications

 ▪ Piper Hardcover

 ▪ March 2018

 ▪ 288 pages

 ▪ World Rights Available
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Florian Wacker

Riverland

A journey into the heart of darkness

A thrilling tale of fortune hunters and truth-seekers in 
the depths of the tropical rainforests

About the Book ▪ Iquitos in the Amazon, 1984: 
Irina searches for her twin brother with the help of 
her boyfriend Hilmar. Thomas was part of the film 
crew shooting Fitzcarraldo with Werner Herzog und 
Klaus Kinski, but disappeared without a trace after 
filming was complete. Together, the two of them 
journey along the vast waterways of the Amazon 
Basin rainforest, deep into the abyss of human hopes 
and desires. Riverland’s multilayered narrative tells 
of the missing and the search for real life, untouched 
places and new truths. In the process, the novel leads 
its readers through three centuries which bear the 
traces of emigrants and adventurers, weaving places, 
people and family histories into an intricate net that 
binds the characters across time.  

 ▪ “A great adventure story - dark but nonethe-
less luminous and full of magic.” Jens Eisel

About the Author ▪ Florian Wacker, born in Stuttgart in 1980, studied 
Special Needs Education at the Institute of German Literature in Leipzig. He 
was recently awarded the Limburg Prize (2015), and the Mannheim Writers’ 
Fellowship for Children and YA Literature. He lives in Frankfurt, where he 
works as an author and web designer.
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Specifications

 ▪ Berlin Verlag Hardcover

 ▪ March 2018

 ▪ 352 pages

 ▪ World rights available
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Thekla Chabbi

A Confession

No one can imagine the desolation of someone 
else.

About the Book ▪ Amelie Frank had become a 
spectator in her own life. Only once she’s in prison 
she comes to finally make this confession. Before 
being jailed, Amelie, a successful corporate lawyer, 
defended an investment adviser who made extrava-
gant share deals. But she wants to leave that part of 
her life behind her. When she finally summons up 
the courage, a bike accident prevents her from ta-
king the next step. With iron control, she continues 
her daily life while looking for a way out. Then she 
encounters the enigmatic Mario, who has turned his 
back on the world and whose musical talent stirs her 
desires.
With impressive linguistic precision and psycho-
logical subtlety, Thekla Chabbi encircles the whole 
world exploring the limits of human perception and 
narrates how Amelie’s quest leads to crime.

 ▪ “A love story that cries out to the empty heav-
ens above, a darkly luminous crime novel, a remark-
ably authentic novel about the world of business 
– all in ONE novel. An unforgettable reading experi-
ence, thanks to the author’s powers of writing. With 
tremendous linguistic precision she conjures poetry 
to the page.” Martin Walser

About the Author ▪ Thekla Chabbi, born in 1968, studied Sinology in Trier 
and Nanjing. She has translated, amongst others, the novels of Chinese author 
Li Er into German. She is the co-author of Martin Walser’s novel A Dying 
Man and the editor of a volume of essays, Timeless. Thekla Chabbi lives in 
Munich. A Confession is her debut novel.
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Specifications

 ▪ Piper Hardcover

 ▪ March 2018

 ▪ 272 pages

 ▪ World Rights Available
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Edgar Rai

Cruiserweight

A story about betrayal and loyalty

Lucky is a boxer. He gambles everything on love. But 
in the end, is revenge all he has left?  

About the Book ▪ Three years, six months, ele-
ven days. When Lucky is released from prison, the 
world has changed. Even so, he wants to clear a few 
things up. Like what that dead body was doing in 
his hotel room, why Marcello screwed him over and, 
above all, whether his wife Yvonne knew. Yvonne is 
together with Marcello now – she betrayed Lucky 
while he was still behind bars. Which is why he’s 
now standing outside her door. Does he really want 
her back? Or is he clinging to the past at any price? 
In some ways yes, but as it turns out Lucky doesn’t 
have a choice, because the past has just caught up 
with him. His old trainer has been shot – and Lucky 
is the only suspect. 

 ▪ “Edgar Rai is an entertaining, fearless story-
teller.” Deutschlandradio Kultur

 

About the Author ▪ Edgar Rai  was born in Hesse in 1967. His breakthrough 
as a writer came in 2010 with his novel Next Summer with more than 100,000 
copies sold. Today, he is one of the most outstanding German speaking nar-
rators with his novels The Educators, Paternal Love and Something Always 
Remains. He lives in Berlin with his family where he has been a co-owner of 
the bookshop „Uslar & Rai“ since 2012.
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Specifications

 ▪ Piper Hardcover

 ▪ April 2018

 ▪ 272 pages

 ▪ World rights available
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François Lelord

Hector and the Art of Optimism

A brief philosophy of happiness

About the Book ▪ Hector isn’t having many good 
days right now. He has serious doubts about his life 
and the future doesn’t look too rosy either. When on 
top of everything his wife Clara hints that she has 
doubts about their marriage, Hector knows he must 
do something. But what? He decides to ask advice 
from old friends all around the world. After set-
ting out with young journalist Géraldine, he quickly 
realizes that he can help others to be optimistic. 
The perfect subject for a book, reckons Géraldine, 
and who better to write it than Hector? Hector 
takes up the challenge and discovers: optimism can 
be learned! Even by him? - Hector and the Art of 
Optimism chronicles a philosophical journey to the 
source of happiness.

 ▪ 4 Millions copies of the Hector-series sold in 
Germany!

Specifications

 ▪ Piper Hardcover

 ▪ April 2018

 ▪ 240 pages

 ▪ Rights sold to France (Edition Odile 
Jacob) and Korea (Hankyung BP)

About the Author ▪ François Lelord, born in 1953, is a psychiatrist who 
closed his office a few years ago to find answers to life’s big questions, for him-
self and his readers. He lives in Paris and Bangkok.
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Michael Wallner

In Times of Love and War
The Korff Family Saga

An opulent epic against the background of Ger-
man- Austrian history

Vienna’s splendour and its misery: the history of a 
manufacturing dynasty

About the Book ▪ In the summer of 1912, the 
Korffs, a respected Viennese family, are shaken by 
the murder of a lieutenant. Did Maxim Korff kill 
the officer to protect his brother from a duel? After 
all, the successful entrepreneur is used to running 
things his way. Troubled by the knowledge that it 
is thanks to his talented scientist wife Livia and her 
family’s wealth that he has managed to climb the 
ranks, Maxim is always looking for an extramarital 
boost to his self-esteem. Deeply unhappy and lonely, 
Livia enjoys the attention of the German actor René 
Desny, and although she still loves Maxim, she starts 
an affair with the charming actor. But these are not 
the only dark secrets that threaten to drag the Korff 
family into the abyss, at a time when the whole of 
Europe is on that same precipice ...

Specifications

 ▪ Pendo Hardcover

 ▪ February 2018

 ▪ 400 pages

 ▪ World rights available

About the Author ▪ After his acting classes at the Viennese Max Reinhardt 
Seminar Michael Wallner played at the Burgtheater and at the Schillertheater 
in Berlin. He works as freelance thatre- and opera director in Germany and 
Austria. Since 2000 he lives as freelance author in Berlin and Cornwall. His 
best selling book April in Paris was translated into more than 20 languages.  
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Anthony Coles

A Retirement Disturbed
A Provence Crime Novel

Top suspense paired with a French lifestyle and 
British humour

About the Book ▪ Peter Smith has led an event-
ful life as a management consultant, lecturer in art 
history and British secret service agent. Now, on 
reaching middle age, he decides to turn his back on 
rainy England and retire with his greyhound Arthur 
to beautiful Arles. Enough of rushing around and 
foggy weather – his cantankerous nature yearns for 
sun, delicious French food and a tranquil life. But 
these are precisely the things that elude him: as he 
leaves the city’s famous Roman amphitheatre after a 
bullfight, Smith is suddenly knocked out by a blow 
to the back of his head. When he regains conscious-
ness, he finds himself lying under a conspicuously 
well-dressed corpse. Without meaning to, he has 
stumbled into a mysterious case of murder, a web of 
intrigue and a Provençal plot ...

 ▪ The start of the Peter Smith-Series Specifications

 ▪ Pendo Paperback

 ▪ May 2018

 ▪ 416 pages

 ▪ Full English text available

 ▪ World rights available

About the Author ▪ Just like his main character, Anthony Coles has lived 
in the beautiful city of Arles for a number of years. And just like Peter Smith, 
he is an art historian who has taught at prestigious universities on both sides 
of the Atlantic. He was never active in the secret service, but worked, rather 
more prosaically, in international trade. He has two grown-up daughters and 
a greyhound called Arthur. A Retirement Disturbed is his first novel.
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Karl Olsberg

The KALA-Experiment 

When time is thrown out of joint...

About the Book ▪ Just a few days after being 
interviewed by video-blogger Nina Bornholm, 
physicist Hans Ichting is found dead. Nina doubts 
the official verdict of death by suicide and begins to 
investigate. Soon it is clear that Ichting was part of a 
top-secret project in the USA. But someone wants to 
stop the truth about the KALA-Experiment coming 
out – whatever the cost. When inexplicable events 
start taking place all around the world, it becomes 
increasingly obvious that the future of humanity is at 
stake. But how to prevent a future event from hap-
pening when its devastating effects are already felt in 
the present?

 ▪ For readers of Dave Eggers, Daniel Suarez, 
Marc Elsberg and Andreas Brandhorst

 ▪ His thrillers Enter and Delete have been pu-
blished in English (Manilla) and French (Jacqueline 
Chambon)

About the Author ▪ Karl Olsberg (born in 1960) wrote a doctoral thesis on 
the uses of artificial intelligence and founded two award-winning start-ups. 
He lives with his family in Hamburg.
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Specifications

 ▪ Piper Paperback

 ▪ August 2018

 ▪ 432 pages

 ▪ World rights available 
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Anna Carls

The Hour of the Victim 

What would you do if the love of your life betrayed 
you?

About the Book ▪ Rebekka is over the moon. Her 
beloved Jamal has finally moved in with her and life 
seems perfect. But then Jamal suddenly disappears 
and she finds out he was using a fake identity. The 
next day, a corpse is lying on Rebekka’s terrace – a 
homeless woman, killed with a targeted shot to the 
back of the neck, whose eyes, mouth and ears have 
subsequently been taped shut. Suspicion immedi-
ately falls on Jamal, but what is his connection to the 
abused woman?

 ▪ For readers of Nele Neuhaus und Elisabeth 
Herrmann

About the Author ▪ Before realising that writing was her true passion, Anna Carls worked in the public sec-
tor. She left a stable job, took a leap into the unknown and became a full-time writer – a decision she’s never 
regretted.

FICTION ▪ CRIME/THRILLER

Specifications

 ▪ Piper Paperback

 ▪ June 2018

 ▪ 352 pages

 ▪ World rights available
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Su Turhan

Pure Bloodlust 

Desire to kill or killing for desire? That is the ques-
tion in Su Turhan’s new book

“Zeki, born in Istanbul and raised in Munich, is pre-
cisely the kind of police inspector who would just have 
to be invented, if he didn’t already exist.” Welt am 
Sonntag

About the Book ▪ An appalling sight greets In-
spector Demirbilek and his specialist unit, the Migra 
Team, when a man’s body is discovered close to the 
Munich erotic fair. As the man has no identification 
or valuables on him, they initially assume it a simple 
case of a mugging gone wrong. However, traces of 
fibre on the victim’s wrists indicate that the man had 
been tied up before his death - with specially pro-
duced bondage rope. The team immediately starts 
lines of investigation both at the erotic fair, where 
illusion prevails over reality, and in the milieu. In his 
private life, Zeki is also groping around in the dark. 
He is plagued by nightmares, and fears the worst. 
However, he doesn’t realise that one of his loved 
ones is in mortal danger!

 ▪ Foreign rights for the whole Zeki Demirbi-
lek-Series available - international crime thrillers at 
its best!

About the Author ▪ In 1968, Istanbul-born Su Turhan left the city on the Bos-
porus for the Lower Bavarian village of Straubing. After completing his studies 
of Modern German Literature at the LMU Munich, he started writing scripts 
and directed, among others, his love drama “Ayla” which won international 
prizes. With Detective Pascha: A Case for Zeki Demirbilek, Turhan made his 
debut as a crime author. He lives with his family in Munich. 
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Specifications

 ▪ Piper Paperback

 ▪ March 2018

 ▪ 320 pages

 ▪ World rights available
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Lucas Grimm

Unto Death

He wants the truth. She wants revenge.

About the Book ▪ Celebrated journalist David 
Berkoff is on the verge of a new scoop – an exclusive 
interview with Gregori Arkadin, the unscrupulous 
king of arms-dealers. But before he can break the 
story, Arkadin is savagely murdered, Berkoff tor-
tured half to death and his big exposé seemingly 
ruined. Until Arkadin’s wife Nadja offers him a deal. 
If Berkoff helps her find her husband’s murderer, 
she’ll give him the inside story on Arkadin’s business 
dealings with the German government and Syr-
ian terrorists. Berkoff agrees. And only realises too 
late that Nadja is using him to carry out a ruthless 
campaign of revenge. Suddenly, Berkoff risks losing 
everything: his integrity, his job and ultimately even 
his life.

 ▪ »Reads like a movie. Rapid-fire scenes, swiftly 
escalating tension.« Neue Presse on After the Pain

 
 ▪ The second book in the series evolving 

around the investigative journalist David Berkoff

About the Author ▪ Lucas Grimm is the pen name of a successful playwright 
who has toiled as a musician, actor, filmmaker and entrepreneur for many years 
of his live. After a blow of fate he travelled across the US, India, Tanzania and 
Israel for months and started to write. His first crime thriller After the Pain was 
published by Piper in 2017.
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Specifications

 ▪ Piper Paperback

 ▪ March 2018

 ▪ 320 pages

 ▪ World rights available
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Sabine Kornbichler

The Final Visitor 

Everyone has a dark side. What happens when it 
takes control?

About the Book ▪ Munich. A day like any other. 
Dog-walker Mia is about to drop dachshund Albert 
off to her seriously ill client, Berna. The old lady is 
already waiting at the door, but seems distracted and 
confused. She says her nephew has come to visit and 
asks Mia to come back in two hours. But when Mia 
returns Berna doesn’t answer the door. Worried, Mia 
forces her way into the house, finds signs of a violent 
altercation and discovers Berna lying strangled on 
her bed. From that moment on, Mia is a key witness 
in the police investigation – and a threat the perpe-
trator can’t afford to ignore.

 ▪ Ingeniously constructed, psychologically 
sophisticated and gripping to the very end  

About the Author ▪ Sabine Kornbichler, born in 1957, grew up by the North 
Sea and worked in a PR agency in Frankfurt bevore devoting herself fully to 
her writing. Her first novel, Klara’s House, was a great success. She has been 
nominated for the Friedrich Glauser Prize for The Silence of the Crow, her 
first crime novel featuring executor Kristina Mahlo. Kornbichler lives and 
works in Munich.
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Specifications

 ▪ Piper Paperback

 ▪ May 2018

 ▪ 384 pages

 ▪ World rights available
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Lukas Hainer

The Dark Heart 

What would you do to survive?

About the Book ▪ During a memorial service 
for her missing brother, Anna blacks out and later 
wakes up on the edge of an abandoned city in the 
desert, together with young people from all around 
the world. When all her attempts to contact her pa-
rents fail, she searches for answers in the city, soon 
encountering other new arrivals like young Nick. 
Life quickly becomes a fight for survival against the 
inhospitable environment and amongst the stranded 
individuals. As tensions rise, even leading to some 
deaths, Anna suddenly finds traces of her brother. 
Could he still be alive? As they follow the trail of 
clues, she and Nick stumble on a terrible secret guar-
ded by the place and its inhabitants: the dark heart. 
And all of a sudden, there is much more at stake 
than just their own lives.

 ▪ As imaginative as Michael Ende, as dark as 
Lord of the Flies

About the Author ▪ Lukas Hainer is one of Germany’s most successful song 
lyricists. After periods living in Brazil and northern Germany, he now lives in 
Munich, the city of his birth. He greatly appreciates the freedom of working on 
his writing there every day, together with his family. The Dark Heart is his first 
young adult novel. 
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Specifications

 ▪ ivi Hardcover

 ▪ March 2018

 ▪ 384 pages

 ▪ World Rights available
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Sina Trelde

Cassiopeia 
The Magical Horse Show

The beginning of a magical adventure with horses 
for Juna and her friends

About the Book ▪ Juna grew up in a riding school 
and is mad about horses. She loves her gelding 
Merlin, who can perform lots of tricks, more than 
anything else. When Juna discovers that the horse 
show “Cassiopeia” needs riders and horses for a new 
show, she immediately applies for the auditions. As 
she performs a freestyle routine with Merlin for the 
judges, she notices that the other entrants have a 
magical bond with their horses. Juna makes friends 
with Madita, Emma, Linus, Henry and Samuel, and 
before long they are inseparable. They learn to see 
into the horses’ souls and to speak the animals’ lan-
guage. But then Juna hears of a herd of horses that 
has fallen into the clutches of crafty dealers. Now 
Juna and her friends must use their magical abilities 
to help the horses in their time of need...

 ▪  The first in a trilogy

 ▪ For young readers aged 12 years and older

About the Author ▪ Sina Trelde lives with her family and numerous animals in a quiet corner of Westphalia. 
After studying Agriculture, she took over her grandfather’s farm and started farming organically. She is a keen 
rider and also trains colts. As she spends lots of time writing in stables, she particularly enjoys writing horse 
stories.

FICTION ▪ FANTASY/ SCI -FI

Specifications

 ▪ you & ivi Hardcover

 ▪ March 2018

 ▪ 160 pages

 ▪ World rights available
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Andreas Brandhorst

The Depths of Time 

A journey to the origins of mankind

About the Book ▪ For thousands of years, human-
ity has waged war against the mysterious Crul. For 
just as long, stories have been told of the enemy 
army, which has travelled for an eternity through 
vast expanses of interstellar space with the aim of 
one day destroying human civilization’s core worlds. 
Former soldier Jarl, accused of treason and murder, 
is on the run from his own side. A hunted man, he 
must find the legendary Earth, humanity’s mythi-
cal home planet. The biggest weapon of all is said to 
be stored there, a weapon capable of ending the war 
and bringing peace. Jarl’s search leads him into the 
depths of time. Little does he know that he’s merely a 
pawn in a much larger game…  

 ▪ „Andreas Brandhorst is a master when it 
comes to creating a whole new universe and filling it 
with life.“ Buchwurm

 ▪ Germany‘s most successful Science-Fiction 
author

About the Author ▪ Andreas Brandhorst, born in northern Germany in 
1956, is one of the most successful science fiction authors of our time. He 
made his breakthrough with the Kantaki-Series. Since then, spectacular vi-
sions of the future combined with a breathtaking thriller plot have become 
his personal trademark. His work has been awarded with the most prestigious 
prizes of the genre.
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Robert Corvus

The Imago Project

Space shows no mercy

About the Book ▪ Since the destruction of Earth 
thousands of years ago, the last free humans have 
been travelling through the universe as a swarm of 
28 large spaceships. For them, Earth is only a distant 
memory. Hunted by merciless enemies, they come 
across an intelligent civilization that could not be 
more alien: a star enwrapped by a gigantic sphere. 
Whoever lives there already proves at first contact 
that he is far superior to humanity. But communi-
cation with the sphere is difficult and evidence of a 
so-called Imago Project points to a disturbing truth. 
The military prepares to fight against the sphere, 
but Kara Jeskon firmly believes in her dream that 
beyond all conflicts there is a chance for peace. Can 
she use the contact to the mysterious sphere to give 
humanity its future back, so they can make peace 
with itself and the universe?

About the Author ▪ Robert Corvus, born 1972, lives in Cologne. The IT 
Business Engineer is at home in both the science fiction genre as well as in 
fantasy: In addition to being an author for Battletech and Perry Rodan, he 
published a number of fantastic and futuristic novels. Most recently, his High-
Fantasy-Epic Dragon dream and his Swordfire-Saga were published by Piper. 
In 2016, his science fiction novel Greywatch was nominated for the Kurd- 
Laßwitz-Award.©
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Miriam Meckel

Own Your Mind
A Journey through the Brave New World of Brainhacking

Should we hack everything we can?

About the Book ▪ Technology’s next master stroke 
might be a coup of the human brain. Many neuro- 
scientific hopes once thought of as miraculous are 
now possible. Writing or playing computer games 
by mind control only? No problem. Using a brain 
implant to restore partial movement to paraple-
gics? No problem, either. Yet the pace of progress 
places increasing demands on our brain. Can men-
tal enhancement help us think more efficiently? Do 
we really need eight hours of sleep to let our brains 
recover? Could we improve our mood through 
targeted stimulation of the brain? If yes, is it desi-
rable? We are about to cross a dangerous line. Our 
thoughts are becoming calculable, our minds opti-
mizable. Miriam Meckel argues that we should not 
be hacking our brains just because we can. We have 
got to uphold the autonomy of our own mind – as 
a creative space, a source of privacy and a refuge of 
consciousness.

 ▪ The first critical book on brainhacking

About the Author ▪ Journalist Miriam Meckel, born 1967, is the editor of 
Germany’s leading business magazine WirtschaftsWoche and a professor of 
communication management at the University of St. Gallen. She is a former 
government spokeswoman, a best-selling author, and an award-winning 
speaker. Her panel at the W20 in Berlin in April 2017 gained worldwide atten-
tion because of her hard-hitting questions to Ivanka Trump.
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Jan Becker

Relax and Get Everything Done!  
With New Hypnosis Techniques To More Calmness and Success

About the Book ▪ Lots of people rush through 
everyday life. Information overload and high work-
loads add to the stress. Instead of trying to combat 
these problems, people often put themselves under 
even more pressure. The result? They’re unable to 
achieve their larger goals, feel constantly tired, or 
make mistakes and feel everything’s out of their 
control. In his new book, bestselling author Jan 
Becker shows you how to tackle the complex chal-
lenges of modern life without burning out or feeling 
too stressed. His hypnosis techniques help you to 
find tranquillity, focus on the essentials, and become 
more efficient and content. Through them, you’ll 
succeed in gaining a new perspective on life, tak-
ing charge of your own life again, and dealing with 
stressful moments in a calm, relaxed way. 

 ▪ More than 300.000 copies of Jan Becker’s 
books sold!

 ▪ Foreign rights for Jan Becker’s previous best-
selling books available:

About the Author ▪ Jan Becker is a qualified hypnotist and works as a coach for 
notable personalities and institutions in business, sports and politics. On stage, the 
“smooth cranial surgeon” (Süddeutsche Zeitung) has been wowing his audience for 
more than ten years. His books have been on the SPIEGEL bestseller list for several 
months, his most recent number 1 bestseller You can be slim if you want was pub-
lished in 2017.
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Iris Hauth

Don’t Worry!  
What We Can Do Against Anxiety and Depression

Depression and anxiety disorders have become 
national afflictions – an expert explains

About the Book ▪ A Monday morning in 
Weißensee, Berlin. The daily routine at the Alexian-
er St. Joseph Hospital gets under way. Here, people 
with a wide range of different psychological condi-
tions find sanctuary, help and therapy. They are 
people like you and me. But although depression 
and anxiety disorders in particular have long been 
national afflictions, we often don’t want to hear 
about these illnesses of the soul – and sometimes 
not even about our own sorrows and fears. It’s the 
assassins, murderers or those carrying out killing 
sprees who are psychologically ill, whose actions we 
watch with a prurient thrill in TV crime dramas. 
And yet the pressures and fears that weigh us down 
in an increasingly confusing world are sometimes 
more than we can handle. Iris Hauth writes from 
many years of experience as the head of a clinic and 
as a leading member of the German Society for Psy-
chiatry and Psychotherapy, and opens up the nor-
mally hidden world of a psychiatric hospital. This 
is a personal, uplifting book that shows how we can 
still find optimism in dark times.

 ▪ „A committed plea for a new, more open way 
to handle psychological illnesses.“ Dr. Eckart von  
Hirschhausen

About the Author ▪ Dr. Iris Hauth, born in 1958, specializes in neurology and 
psychotherapy, as well as psychotheraputic medicine. Since 1998 she has been head 
physician at a hospital in Berlin, where she has also held a management position 
since 2008. Her clinical work focuses on depression, schizophrenic psychoses, post-
natal psychological disorders, and innovative forms of treatment.   
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Sven Michaelsen

But Don’t Print That!  
The 25 Best Interviews

About the Book ▪ The words Sven Michaelsen 
hears most often are: “But don’t print that!” What 
wins out every time, however, is his interviewees’ 
desire to look in the mirror and to see precisely how 
they became who they are.  And so, actor Rupert Ev-
erett confesses his past as a callboy. Publicist Fritz J. 
Raddatz remembers being abused by his stepmother 
when he was eleven years old. Art tycoon Simon de 
Pury wonders if one can love paintings whose cre-
ators are monsters. Jeff Koons relives his mudsling-
ing contests with porn filmmaker Cicciolina. Peter 
Handke explains why he boxes journalists’ ears. And 
his editor opens up about why he thinks all writers 
are bastards. Readers are treated to an informative 
and highly amusing grand tour of the heads, hearts 
and nether regions of today’s most influential fig-
ures. 

 ▪ „Sven Michaelsen’s interviews seriously harm 
stupidity.“ Peter Sloterdijk

 ▪ 25 interviews with internationally known per-
sonalities such as Douglas Coupland, Juergen Teller 
and Diane von Furstenberg

About the Author ▪ Sven Michaelsen studied Literature and History, was 
a reporter and writer at Stern magazine for twenty years, and today mostly 
writes for the SZ-Magazin. He is known for his in-depth interviews with the 
leading figures and idols of our time. 
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Lamya Kaddor

The Bratwurst Incident 
My Slightly Different German Life

A surprising insight into the personal life of this 
well- known author and Islamic scholar.

About the Book ▪ Lamya Kaddor gives liberal 
Muslims in Germany a voice. But who is actually 
the person behind this well-known scholar of Islam? 
What were her formative experiences growing up as 
the child of Syrian immigrants in Germany? Why 
were Pippi Longstocking and Michael Jordan her big 
role models? And what happened the first time she 
was kissed by a boy? 
Lamya Kaddor’s highly personal and humorous new 
book explores whether there is any truth to clichés 
about Muslim life in Germany, relates what happens 
when as a Muslim child you accidentally eat a brat-
wurst at a kindergarten barbecue, and recalls how 
family neighbour Frau Hermann became her Ger-
man granny.  

 ▪ Comic, clever and enlightening
Specifications

 ▪ Piper Hardcover

 ▪ March 2018

 ▪ 256 pages

 ▪ World rights available

About the Author ▪ The Islamic pedagogue of religious education, Islamic scholar 
and publiscist Lamya Kaddor was born in 1978 in Ahlen as the daughter of Syrian 
immigrants. She founded the Liberal-Islamischer Bund e.V. and was selected as one 
of the top ten most influential Muslim women in Europe. Since 2015, she has been 
running a project againts anti-semitism among Muslim adolescents sponsored by the 
Federal Office for Migration and Refugees. Lamya Kaddor lives in Duisburg. 
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Antonia Baum

Still Life 

A Child Also Means a Race for a Good, a Better 
Life. 

About the Book ▪ Antonia Baum leads a typical 
life for a young, well-educated woman in the city: 
she has an interesting job and enjoys all the benefits 
of an urban existence. That she lives in a socially 
deprived area is something she can largely tune out 
of her everyday working life. Then she finds out she 
is pregnant – and suddenly her view of life changes 
completely. She becomes fearful. Not only does 
her place in society suddenly seem unclear, but she 
feels her identity is at risk and her neighbours seem 
threatening. In her book, Antonia Baum makes the 
personal political. She describes her experiences and 
in the process addresses major social themes: how 
those who are successful and those who feel so-
cially alienated live side by side, how one goes about 
incorporating motherhood into one’s life, and why 
mothers really can’t please everyone. At the same 
time, Baum questions her own views unflinchingly. 
Her analyses are razor-sharp and brilliantly articu-
lated.

 ▪ „An incredibly strong, poetic language unlike 
any other author.“ Maxim Biller about Tony Soprano 
does not die

About the Author ▪ Antonia Baum was born in 1984 and studied Literature, 
History and Culture. Her novels have generated considerable media atten-
tion. She was the editor of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung culture 
pages and currently writes for ZEIT newspaper.
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Jan Gerber

Karl Marx in Paris 
How Karl Marx Became a Communist

A missed opportunity for democracy

A vivid description of Marx’s formative years in Paris

About the Book ▪ Ever since the global market’s 
slum zones began a new phase of expansion and 
started reaching western cities, concepts such as 
‘class struggle’ and ‘work and capital’ have increas-
ingly resurfaced in political and economic discourse: 
200 years after his birth, Marx has taken on a re-
newed relevance. Jan Gerber’s analysis of the life and 
work of Karl Marx draws on the latest research in 
the field. Marx’s first stay in Paris between 1843 and 
1845 forms a particular focus, as it was here that he 
developed the central tenets of his thought. Arriving 
in Paris as a radical democrat, Marx left the city a 
convinced class fighter and communist.  

 ▪  A timely study marking the 200th anniversa-
ry of Karl Marx’s birth in 2018

About the Author ▪ Jan Gerber is Senior Research Associate at the Simon 
Dubnow Institute for Jewish History and Culture, and teaches Modern and 
Contemporary History at Leipzig University.
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Horst Möller

The Weimar Republic 
Democracy in Crisis

On the centenary of the Weimar Republic

The standard reference work on the history of the 
“unfulfilled democracy” has been revised and expand-
ed.

About the Book ▪ The first German Republic, 
established in 1918 after the end of the First World 
War, was ill-fated from the outset. The experience 
of defeat and the hard conditions of the Treaty of 
Versailles were a heavy burden. Extreme left and 
right wing tendencies undermined confidence in 
the democratic state, as did inflation and unemploy-
ment. Horst Möller vividly describes the society, 
economy and culture of the Weimar Republic. He 
demonstrates that although the expectations of the 
new state were far too high, the new democracy 
achieved considerably more than was to be expected 
under the extreme conditions of that time. For its 
republication, this standard reference book has been 
completely revised and significantly expanded to 
reflect the current status of research.

About the Author ▪ Professor Dr phil. Horst Möller, born in 1943 in Wro-
claw, is regarded as one of the leading historians in Germany. For almost two 
decades, he was the head of the Institute of Contemporary History Munich 
- Berlin. His most important publications include: Princely state or nation 
of citizens? Germany 1763 - 1815, Europe between the World Wars and Franz 
Josef Strauß: Ruler and Rebel.
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Carl von Siemens

The Temple of Magical Animals 
Three Journeys

From Australia to the Cook Islands and Peru: three 
journeys in search of the primeval

About the Book ▪ Since time immemorial, writ-
ers have embarked on journeys in search of the 
genuine, the natural and the primeval. And to find 
answers to questions about their own lives. Carl von 
Siemens is following in this tradition. With the help 
of indigenous people around the Pacific, he wants 
to learn how to see the world with different eyes. 
In Australia, he encounters the magical thinking of 
the Aborigines and shares their everyday life in the 
outback. In Mangaia, the oldest of the Cook Islands, 
he experiences the primeval largely as the presence 
of a haunting. And in Peru, he is shown how to use 
hallucinogenic plant medicines by mestizos and 
Amazon Indians. Vividly and elegantly told, Carl 
von Siemens‘ journeys do not only take him to the 
furthermost corners of the world. They turn into 
journeys into the depths of his own soul, which he 
explores with poignant self-irony and wit.

Inspired by a quotation from Claude Lévi-Strauss‘ 
“Tristes Tropiques“ for its title, The Temple of Magi-
cal Animals explores the classic topic of the quest for 
“The Ultimate Boon“ as well as different approaches 
to travel writing.

About the Author ▪ Carl von Siemens, born in 1967, is the great-great-great-
grandson of German inventor and industrialist Werner von Siemens. After 
studying at Oxford, he travelled overland from Helsinki to Bombay. He has 
worked as a consultant, founded a web agency and published essays and articles 
in the style of narrative journalism. Following his debut Little Lords he has 
mainly written about dam projects that threaten the Amazon. He lives in Berlin.
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Hans Kammerlander

Highs and Lows 
An Autobiography in Conversation

The extreme mountaineer takes stock of his life 
more openly than ever before

About the Book ▪ He was the first person to ski 
down Everest and has conquered nearly every eight-
thousand metre peak. Hans Kammerlander has en-
joyed spectacular success on the highest summits in 
the world, but his life has also been marked by bitter 
lows: climbing colleagues lost to the mountains and 
a fatal car accident for which he was responsible. 
After his sixtieth birthday, the time has come to take 
stock of his life. Together with journalists Verena 
Duregger and Mario Vigl, he not only discusses Al-
pine records, but subjects that touch him personally. 
He reflects on egotism and honesty, joy and pain, 
how the birth of his daughter changed him, and his 
hopes for the future – for his journey up the highest 
mountains is far from over. A disarmingly honest 
autobiography which provides fresh insights into the 
life of the extreme mountaineer.  

 ▪ Total German print run of the author’s work: 
350,000 copies

About the Author ▪ Hans Kammerlander, born in 1956, is an extreme 
mountaineer, mountain guide and ski instructor. He has undertaken around 
fifty first ascents and sixty solo ascents in the Alps and has conquered twelve 
eight-thousand metre peaks. He is the author of numerous successful publica-
tions such as Mountain Addiction and, more recently, Back to Tomorrow and 
Seven Second Summits. Hans Kammerlander lives in the South Tyrol. 
Hans Kammerlander takes stock of his life in conversation with journalists 
Verena Duregger and Mario Vigl. 
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Nadine Pungs

The Lost Headscarf 
How Iran Touched My Heart

About the Book ▪ Drinking a glass of wine, run-
ning without a headscarf down the street, and giv-
ing a man a kiss. Where Nadine Pungs is headed, 
all of these things are strictly forbidden, women’s 
rights are not particularly well observed and every-
day infractions are punishable with the lash. Her 
destination: Iran. Travelling with smuggler buses 
and taxi drivers who send prayers up to heaven, she 
journeys from Tehran, across the Persian Gulf in the 
south, and towards the border with Azerbaijan in 
the north. Her mission: to find out what’s behind the 
vexing notion of “The Axis of Evil” and what Iran is 
really like when you get away from western clichés. 
In the end she is offered not just one glass of wine, 
but several… Losing her headscarf feels inevitable 
as a result. And when she meets the clever Kourosh, 
chaos reigns. A poetic journey behind the veil, to a 
divided land of great humanity and beauty.  

 ▪ “Here’s a woman on the road who hides 
nothing, not even the hardships of dealing with 
strangeness, the lack of a voice, unrest. All of which 
she describes in a way that is both resonant and 
reminds us just what twenty-six little letters can do.“ 
Andreas Altmann

About the Author ▪ Nadine Pungs, born in 1981, studied Literature and His-
tory. She has travelled the world extensively for a number of years in search of 
intensity and beauty. Mostly on her own. When not travelling, she earns her 
living as a cabaret artist. She lives in Düsseldorf. 
She blogs at www.trackqueen.de and www.reisedepeschen.de
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Christine Thürmer

Hiking. Biking. Kayaking. 
12.000 Kilometres of Adventure in Europe

Adventure starts on our doorsteps

Fascinating insights into an extraordinary lifestyle full 
of physical exertion and moments of intense happi-
ness.

About the Book ▪ In 2007, Christine Thümer gave 
up everything - her job, her home and her normal 
life - for the great outdoors. Since then, she has 
hiked, biked and kayaked more than 70,000 kilo-
metres. It all began on the Pacific Crest Trail in the 
USA, but there are fantastic outdoor trips in Europe 
as well. Christine Thürmer describes three fascinat-
ing great adventures: by foot from Coblenz on the 
Rhine to Tarifa, Europe’s most southerly point; by 
bike along the Baltic Sea from Berlin via Poland 
and the Baltic States to Finland; and by kayak across 
Sweden. She tells of thrilling encounters, the unique 
nature, the challenges of the travelling life and how 
personal values and perspectives change as a result. 
A captivating account that will make you want to 
start your own adventure.

                         ▪ More than 60.000 copies of                 
              Walk.Eat.Sleep. sold!

                         ▪ Foreign Rights sold to Russia  
              (Exem) and Korea (Sallim)

About the Author ▪ Christine Thürmer, born 1967 in Forchheim, worked as 
a manager after her studies. After an involuntary break in 2004, she resigned 
from her job for good in 2007. Since then, she is solely committed to long-
distance hiking, biking and canoeing. International outdoor- fans know her as 
the “German Tourist”. Her first book Walk. Eat. Sleep. was published in 2016.
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Fredy Gareis

King of the Hobos 
Travelling with America’s Vagabonds

A book about absolute, merciless freedom

About the Book ▪ “Fuck the police, fuck the gov-
ernment and fuck the system.” Hobos don’t give a 
damn about the American dream and lead their lives 
outside the great society. Driven by an old desire for 
freedom and self-reliance, hobos travel across the 
country illegally on freight trains. A secret subcul-
ture with its own language, moral code and songs, 
which developed alongside the construction of the 
transcontinental railways and lives on to this day in 
the shadow of a brash, neon-lit America. Fredy Ga-
reis travelled for three and a half months with these 
survival experts, tramps and vagabonds, through 
an America that hardly anyone knows, and learned 
from a hobo king how to get by as a stowaway. He 
experienced camaraderie and generosity, an expanse 
of light and wind, as well as loneliness, violence and 
drugs. His tales offer profound insights into Amer-
ica’s rugged soul, and tell of the power of the indi-
vidual, of disappointment and rage, and of the good 
fortune to be poor, but free. 

About the Author ▪ Fredy Gareis, born in Kazakhstan in 1975, came to 
Germany with his family in 1977. He has worked as a freelance journalist for 
Die Zeit, Tagesspiegel and Deutschlandradio. From 2010 to 2012, he reported 
from Israel and the Middle East. He has won several awards for his work and 
lives in Hamburg. Malik has also published his books Tel Aviv - Berlin and 
100 Gramm Wodka.
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Felicitas von Lovenberg

Reading: A User’s Guide

How, why and what we read today – a passionate 
call for us to get reading

About the Book ▪ Reading can make you smarter 
or help you relax. It sparks the imagination, increas-
es self-confidence and promotes social skills. Felici-
tas von Lovenberg, award-winning publicist, former 
literary editor of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 
moderator, author and publisher, takes up arms for 
literature as a cultural asset. She describes literature’s 
constantly changing role and some rather unusual 
reading habits. Gives an overview of how and why 
we read today. Discusses favourite books and literary 
discoveries. Explores how novels turn into friends 
and travel companions, and how reading as a pas-
time can become an exhilarating, lifelong addiction. 
And examines new fashions and trends like ‘Deep 
Reading’. Whether destined as a present for others or 
for oneself, this guide is the ideal companion for all 
booklovers.

 ▪ On the occasion of the 40th anniversary of 
the A User‘s Guide-Series

About the Author ▪ Felicitas von Lovenberg, born in 1974, grew up near Münster, 
and studied Modern History at Bristol and Oxford. In 1998 she joined the culture 
staff of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, before becoming head of its literature 
section. Since 2016, Felicitas von Lovenberg is publisher at Piper Verlag. She lives 
with her family near Munich.
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Gabriella Pape

Gardening: A User’s Guide  

There’s no such thing as having green fingers – 
anyone can garden.

About the Book ▪ Some dream of a lush wilder-
ness with fruit trees, others of a carefully planned 
designer garden. Women are fond of roses and men 
love to cruise up and down on their lawn mowers. 
Gabriella Pape, botanist, passionate gardener and 
renowned landscape designer, shows how garden-
ing with your heart and soul, but also with the right 
know-how, will lead to success. Find out how re-
gional and climactic differences play a role. Why 
those living in northern climes are so partial to 
planting scented lavender. Which types of flowers 
can trigger a passion for gardening. How shrubs are 
often overlooked. Why bark mulch and leaf blowers 
are the enemies of a natural garden. Which plants 
can suffer from stress and need a bit of down time. 
And how to create a green paradise in the smallest of 
spaces.

 ▪ A gardening manual for everyone

About the Author ▪ Gabriella Pape, born in 1963, studied Horticulture and 
Landscape Gardening in England, training at the world’s largest botanical gardens, 
Kew Gardens in London. In 2008, together with gardening historian Isabelle van 
Groeningen, she founded the Königliche Garden Academy in Berlin-Dahlem. Pape 
is the author of numerous books and works as a garden design consultant world-
wide.
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Michael Horeni

The German National Football 
Team: A User’s Guide 
From Gerd to Thomas Müller. Why the German 
national team and its stars bring fans joy!

About the Book ▪ 1954, 1974, 1990, 2014 – Four-
time winners Germany head to the World Cup as 
defending champions – a favourite to win the com-
petition even before their success in the Confedera-
tions Cup. Excitement in Russia will be high when 
‘Jogi’ Löw’s squad meets legendary teams like Brazil, 
Italy and France. Michael Horeni, who discovered 
just what winning the World Cup can mean while 
playing beach football on the Adriatic as a child in 
1974, has accompanied the national team for almost 
20 years. He writes with such precision and knowl-
edge about its aura and emotions, and its history 
and tactics, that we see the German team through 
new eyes. He explains why no other national team 
has moved supporters for decades in quite the same 
way, and why the German football manager’s job is 
the toughest in the country. What it means to play 
for Germany, but not sing the national anthem. And 
what needs to happen for Germany to lift the trophy 
for a fifth time in 2018.

About the Author ▪ Michael Horeni, born in 1965 in Frankfurt, has been 
sports editor of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung since 1989. Since 2000, he 
has held the position of special correspondent for the German national foot-
ball team and was awarded the Fair Play Prize for sports journalism in 1998. 
Other books include The Boateng Brothers.
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Czech Republic

Dr. Ivana Beil, Agentur im Medien- und 
Verlagswesen, Ms. Ivana Beil, Schollstr. 1, 69469 
Weinheim, Germany ▪ 
Phone: +49 (0) 6201 14611, fax: +49 6201 16883, 
e-mail: dribeil@aol.com

France

Agence Fontaine, Ms. Sabine Fontaine, 57,  
route de Croissy, 78110 Le Vésinet, France ▪ 
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Iris Literary Agency, Ms. Catherine Fragou,  
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77 68, e-mail: guenther.frauenlob@t-online.de

Spanish-Speaking World
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A. C. E. R. Agencia Literaria, Ms. Laure Merle 
d´Aubigné, Calle Amor de Dios, 1-bajo izda, 
28014 Madrid, Spain ▪  
Phone: +34 (91) 36 92 061, fax: +34 (91) 36 92 052, 
e-mail: lma@acerliteraria.com
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